
HOUSE No. 4107
By Mr, Klimm of Barnstable, petition of John C. Klimm, Thomas

S. Cahir and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to designate
certain areas of the Commonwealth as “nuclear power plant areas”
and to improve radiological emergency response plans for
communities within said areas. Energy.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Three.

An Act relative tonuclear power plant areas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 639 of the Acts of 1950, as added by section 24 of
2 Chapter 796 of the Acts of 1979, is hereby amended by striking
3 out section 2B and inserting in place thereof the following new
4 section;
5 Section 28. The director, with the approval of the secretary,
6 shall designate certain areas of the commonwealth as “nuclear
7 power plant areas”. For purposes of this section, said areas shall
8 consist of all communities located within a radius of ten miles of
9 a nuclear power plant, whether or not said plant is located within

10 the commonwealth; provided, however, that in the case of the
11 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, due to the unique geographical,
12 meteorological, and transportation circumstances, the nuclear
13 power area shall also include all communities in Barnstable and
14 Dukes Counties. The particular needs of each community within
15 the nuclear power plant areas shall be considered in the
16 development of the local emergency response plans for each
17 community. Appropriate protective actions for each community
18 shall be based on the needs of special populations, geography,
19 road networks, meteorology and the distance the community is
20 located from the commercial nuclear reactor.
21 The director shall establish emergency plan regulations after
22 public hearings. Such regulations shall provide for meaningful
23 public participation in the development and review of radiological
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24 preparedness plans for the nuclear power plant area. After the
25 acceptance by the Massachusetts Emergency Management
26 Agency, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and other
27 state and local agencies and officials as appropriate, the
28 commonwealth shall publish and distribute the key provisions of
29 such plans, with the recommended actions for each area, to all
30 citizens within the affected area. The plans in their entirety shall
31 be made available to the public at a cost not to exceed the cost
32 of reproduction.
33 Such radiological emergency response plans shall include but
34 not be limited to provisions for adequate public education about
35 emergency response, prompt public notification in case of
36 emergencies, adequate public shelters, medical facilities and
37 evacuation reception facilities; and adequate emergency
38 transportation for persons with special needs including school
39 children, the physically disabled, nursing home residents,
40 institutionalized patients, persons without twenty-four hour
41 access to a motor vehicle, inmates of correctional facilities and
42 ambulatory hospital patients for whom transport is medically
43 safe. In addition, as timely evacuation of this population may be
44 impossible, consideration shall be given to distributing potassium
45 iodide to the public prior to an emergency. Before final approval
46 by the director and by the secretary, a public hearing shall be held
47 in accordance with Section Two of Chapter Thirty A.
48 If at any time following the development and approval of state
49 and local plans, the governor determines that said plans are no
50 longer adequate to protect the public health and safety, the
51 governor shall instruct the director to take whatever steps are
52 appropriate to correct the deficiency or ifthe governor determines
53 that it cannot be corrected, he may withdraw the plans.
54 The Secretary of Public Safety shall determine the costs directly
55 and indirectly associated with research, review, development and
56 implementation of state and local plans, and report such costs
57 annually to the Department of Public Utilities. The Department
58 of Public Utilities shall assess all such costs to the operators of
59 nuclear power stations located in the commonwealth, and these
60 assessments shall be paid into the General Fund during the fiscal
61 year in which the costs are incurred.


